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• Abstract (300 words):
The goal of this paper is to present the smart lighting system (SMR) as one of the approaches for providing the massive deployment of Smart City services to compete with existing solutions. The SMR is an essential part of the implementation of the Smart City agenda, as it is the general base for all Smart City and social progress index (SPI) services without which the Smart City agenda cannot be launched into the real life. The main drivers of mass implementation are large energy savings for lower ROI sufficient for the interest of investors. Investors prefer investments with low-risk and long-term returns. However, only economic logic is not sufficient in this case; in addition to investors' interests, the interests of users and the public must also be taken into consideration. Therefore, in addition to the low cost of implementation, such systems
must provide the ability to provide various services for its users. Next to best economic utility, the system has to provide a multitude of useful services for the benefit of public users addressing so-called –SPI (parking detection system, snow detection system, street damage detection, environmental data harvesting, future drone post services, support for drivels vehicles, electric charge services for electrical vehicles, visual communication services, etc, services there are improving lives of the citizens). Implementation of the smart lighting system must have an effect of reducing the ecological footprint. In the R&D process selection of low carbon impact components is one of the important priorities. The presented system is embedded idea that is constantly adapted in its implementation, nothing is definitive, and the development is the constant of this smart lighting system. Disadvantages of SMR comply with disadvantages of IoT and Smart City agenda in general. According to one of best experts in this field Natalie Allen cyber security weaknesses threaten to make smart cities costlier and dangerous than their analogy predecessors.
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